Track Use for iCan Bike Camp

- For each 5 day iCan Bike camp, a large, flat smooth surface is needed for outdoor riding on Wednesday-Friday of the program.

- These requirements make tracks a perfect outdoor riding area.

- Approximately 15% of our camps use tracks as their outdoor riding area.

- We have veteran camps who have been using the same track for 10+ consecutive years of bike camp.

- We have never had a report from a Camp Host about damage to their track.

- Only two wheel bikes are ridden outdoors. Adapted roller bikes will never be taken outside.

- Tires are typically white or black.

- While falls can happen, riders will always start with a trained volunteer running alongside them to help prevent a fall. Riders are only permitted to ride independently if deemed appropriate by our trained iCan Bike staff.

- Most bikes ridden outdoors in our bike program have a spotting training handle attached above the back tire and behind the rider. This handle enables the rider's spotter, positioned adjacent to the back tire, to safely guide and/or prevent the rider and/or bike from falling over.

- Riders are always supervised by an adult from the Host Staff as well as volunteers.
December 14, 2021

To Whom It May Concern,

I've been involved with the iCan Bike program since 2010 and the Cycle Movement organization hosts two camps in the Denver metro area each summer. Both of these camps use hardwood indoor facilities and outdoor running tracks. One track’s surface is black cinder/asphalt and the other track has a reddish-brown colored rubbery coating.

There are two general types of bikes used in camp – adaptive roller bikes and two wheeled bicycles. The roller bikes are only used indoors and never taken outside. The two wheeled bikes are used both indoors and outdoors. In all of the years and camps that we’ve hosted, there has never been any damage to either the indoor hardwood floor or the running tracks. iCan Bike’s bicycles all use white tires with smooth tread and do not leave any trace or skid marks on any of the riding surfaces. Family bikes generally have black tires and are primarily ridden outdoors. There have been occasional falls, but have never resulted in any permanent scuffs, gouges, or marks on any of the flooring.

We are honored to be a part of iCan Bike and fully encourage other organizations and facilities to be a part of such a magical program that opens the world of cycling to our community of athletes with disabilities.

If there are any further questions, please feel free to contact me at info@cyclemovement.bike.

Sincerely,

Kent Husa
Founder & President
Cycle Movement, Incorporated
EIN: 82-4211276